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Abstract- AXI Protocol is an On-Chip 
Communication Protocol used for communication 
between different Intellectual Property blocks inside 
a System-On-Chip. With increasing logic density and 
a plethora of blocks interacting with each other, it 
becomes pertinent to not only verify the functional 
correctness of individual IP’s but also to evaluate the 
integrity of transactions amongst each other. 
Simulation-based techniques fail to exhaustively 
assess all the kinds of transactions possible and 
primarily focus only on a few critical areas for AXI 
Protocol Verification. This paper proposes the 
integration of SystemVerilog Assertions coupled 
with Coverage model to verify the AXI Transactions 
from Master to Slave. This would aid in developing 
Verification Intellectual Property (VIP) helping in 
developing modular reusable components which can 
be leveraged across different verifications cycles. 
This paper demonstrates it empirically harvesting 
results relevant to building Assertion based 
verification, calculation of bus utilization factor and 
Coverage closure for RTL Signoff. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
AXI Protocol [1] by ARM Corporation is a de 
facto industry standard communication protocol 
for data transfer between different IP’s. The usual 
approach is to build a SystemVerilog TestBench 
Environment to verify different AXI Transactions 
possible with varying different parameters like 
Burst Length, Data Size and Mode of Data 
Transfer Type by randomising the stimulus. To 
handle the data transfer between Master and Slave 
an AXI Interconnect exists for proper mapping of 
paths between Master and Slave, detecting false 
slave address and for arbitration between different 
Master and Slave Components. The objective of 
this paper is to build a modular and reusable 
Verification IP which can be used to authenticate 
the veracity of AXI Transactions rules as in 
specifications framed by ARM. 
 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

The verification task primarily deals with 

evaluating compliance with specifications. 
Traditional approach has been generating stimulus 
to activate the Design Under Test (DUT) and 
observe output behaviour. The major drawbacks in 
such a process are poor quality of stimulus which 
fails to exhaustively evaluate the design. 2020 
Wilson Research Group Functional Verification 
Study [2] did an elaborative study and concluded 
that statistically 68 percent of projects are running 
behind schedule and multiple respins happening 
owing to logical functional faults. A paradigm 
shift is needed for overcoming these showstoppers 
bugs which hinder forward progress transitions in 
complex FSM models propelled need for 
development of novel analytical frameworks with 
a combination of semantic analysis and formal 
methods to develop RTL Signoff methodology [3]. 
This paper adopts a Formal Verification based 
Model Checking approach for a AXI module to 
exhaustively evaluate the different transaction 
modes and overcome the pitfalls of simulation-
based approach.  
Formal Verification (FV) is a rigorous 
mathematical algorithmic approach in which the 
different temporal activities in design are captured 
as properties and then fed to a Formal Verification 
tool to test those scenarios exhaustively by 
applying all the possible combinations [4]. The 
adoption of FV was very limited for RTL Signoff 
but with recent advancements in SMT and SAT 
based solvers have enabled enhanced adoption and 
development of RTL Signoff Techniques [5] [6] 
[7]. Siegal [8] laid the novel foundational work of 
developing an empirical driven property 
development approach for exhaustive verification 
using formal techniques. There is currently a lack 
of systemic methodology and techniques for 
deploying for End-to-End RTL Signoff. Yalin [9] 
outlines an effective strategy for combating issues 
encountered in deploying FV aiding in seamlessly 
mitigating issues encountered. Nicole et al. [10] 
[11] demonstrate a SystemVerilog Assertions 
(SVA) [12] based approach for detecting 
verification blindspots and Hardware Trojans 
vulnerabilities for robust assessment. Ronak et al. 
[13] exhibit successful integration of FV to shrink 
verification signoff at subsystem level. N. 
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Bombieri et al. [14] [15] presents an Assertion 
Based Verification (ABV) environment solution to 
build assertion reusable libraries and plug the gap 
with respect to bug escapes. B. Alizadeh et al. 
[16][17] introduced a formal debugging approach 
coupled with mutation analysis to detect multiple 
functional specification mismatch in a shorter run 
time. P. Aggarwal et al. [18] illustrate a robust 
coverage driven formal methodology for 
determining the effectiveness of different 
abstraction models and enhance coverage metric. 
Mahesh et al. [19] propose a verification 
methodology for AXI2OCP Bridge which helps in 
translating signals in two different protocols. The 
developed VIP would help in mitigating SoC 
Verification complexity issues. They have 
developed SVTB components and exciting 
different cases like Read, Write and Read-Write. 
The limitation is only 3 scenarios were triggered 
and thus low bus utilization factor of 77, 81,95 per 
cent respectively. The scenarios are generated 
using pseudo-random generators so limited in 
coverage scope. The primary responsibility of 
AXI2OCP bridge is to map AXI signals to OCP 
format and vice versa. The limitation is only 3 
scenarios are considered out of multiple 
transaction combinations possible. Also, coverage 
analysis is missing. N. Gaikwad et al. [20] have 
developed a verification environment for AMBA 
AXI achieving successful write and read 
operations for incrementing test bench architecture 
with   scalable test bench features. The authors 
present a brief overview of the AXI protocol and 
build a randomised testbed for evaluating the 
integrity of Read and Write operations by fixating 
certain parameters and randomising others. 3 cases 
are considered. In the first case, AWLEN is 
incremented and AWSIZE is fixed and all the 
remaining parameters are randomised. After the 
read and write case the valid ID is matched 
indicating that it was a successful operation 
without loss of data. One limitation was that only 
simple linear transactions were considered and 
remaining complex interleaving could have been 
incorporated for exhaustive testing to check out of 
order transactions. The locked and exclusive 
transfer is also not verified.  
Chen et al. [21] in order to combat the growing 
complexity of increasing bus transactions propose 
a rule-based verification methodology in which 
they try to encapsulate the 44 rules to establish on-
chip accuracy. The benefits of using rule-based 
design include improving observability, reducing 
debug time, improving integration through correct 
usage checking, and improving communication 
through documentation. They have also developed 
an informative Error Reference Table which 
populates all the violating assertions in the monitor 
transaction and aids in faster debugging by 
avoiding going through lengthy log files. The rules 

developed are exhaustive and consistent with 
respect to verification goals and would aid in RTL 
Signoff confidence. The only limitation is that the 
functional coverage features are missing which are 
critical to assess the kind of stimulus being 
generated and identify blind spots. 
C. Prasad et al. [22] present their findings on 
developing an SV based modular verification 
methodology with high functional coverage metric 
for AXI2APB Bridge. In this work, the 
verification of different modes like fixed, 
wrapping and incremental modes for reading and 
write transaction and functional verification also 
performed using Synopsys VCMX and VERDI 
simulator. The bridge is modelled using 3 FIFO’s 
.to connect the AXI and APB, using synchronous 
FIFOS. The bridge consists of 3 FIFO’s namely 
request FIFO, write FIFO and READ FIFO. For 
reading and writing the packets usual SVTB model 
is generated with components like Generator, 
Monitor, Driver and BFM to drive transactions to 
DUT. Covergroups are scripted capturing different 
scenarios for burst, length and transaction type. 
They were able to achieve 100 percent coverage. 
The approach used builds modular components 
aiding in shrinking verification time and catching 
bugs. AXI Interconnect can be used for detecting 
slave address decode error. This scenario can be 
verified in future. Siddhhan et al. [23] analyse the 
internal parameters of the AMBA Advanced 
eXtensible Interface (AXI) protocol. The Bus 
Monitor (BM) plays an important role in the 
measurement of the performance metrics of the 
AXI protocol. This paper gives the design of a bus 
monitor and comes up with the parameter values 
of total transfer count, total transfer size, valid 
cycle count, busy cycle count and read latency 
count and write latency count. The advantage of 
this proposed Bus Monitor is that write and read 
operations are dealt with separately and stored in 
individual registers so that the designer’s final 
analysis becomes simpler. 

 
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
The SystemVerilog Testbench environment is 
crafted to verify AXI Protocol. The AXI 
Transaction class has all the variables that are to 
be randomised and AXI Generator class uses this 
randomised stimulus to generate different types of 
Transaction Mode possible. User-defined 
constraints can be defined to fine-tune randomised 
stimulus to invoke specific scenarios and target 
verification hotspots which are more error-prone 
and. After generating constrained randomised 
stimulus these are written onto a Mailbox from 
which these transaction packets are sampled by 
AXI Bus Functional Model (BFM)/Driver class. 
All the components are encapsulated into an 
Environment class which sits inside Top Class. 
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Having these modular class-based components 
aids in reusability and rapid prototyping of 
verification components depending on slave 
requirements. The BFM then drives these 
transactions to a Memory Slave Model via AXI 
Interface. The AXI Interface controls the flow of 
transactions packet between master and slave. The 
BFM is the main component for driving 
transactions to the slave DUT via AXI Interface 
Model. All these are depicted in Figure 1 about 
different AXI components. The types of 
transactions type being driven are following: 

 Burst Write Transfer  
 Burst Read Transfer  
 Write_Read Transfer  
 Out of Order Transfer Transaction  
 Fixed, Increment, Wrap Transaction 

Fig. 1: AXI Verification TestBench Components 
The following Verification hotspots are being 
targeted:  
 Validation of ID Mapping for Write and 

Read Transaction and Handshaking 
Mechanism  

 Checking the integrity of 3 Types of Burst 
Transfer:  

 Fixed Address Transfer  
 Increment Address Transfer  
 Wrap Address Transfer 

 Evaluating the data matching for 
combination of out of order transactions. 

 Verification of 3 modes of security in Bus 
Function Model:  

 Normal Transaction  
 Exclusive Transaction  
 Lock Transaction  

 AXI Protocol Checkers at Interface class 
between Master and Slave DUT. 

 
4. RESULTS ANALYSIS  

 
The simulation wavefroms are shown in Figure 2 
and Figure 3. In the AXI Transaction Address 
Phase the the contents related to Address Data 

Phase are loaded into the Address Data 
Channel.AXI Channel has 5 channels for data 
transfer between Master and Slave  

 
                        Fig. 2: AXI Address Phase 

 AW Address Channel  
 W Data Channel  
 B Data Response Channel  
 AR Read Address Channel  
 R Read Data Channel 

Each of the individual channels have their own 
handshaking mechanism. After matching of 
VALID and READY signals only data transfers 
are deemed to be logically correct transactions. 

 
Fig. 3: Handshaking of Address Channel 

 
Fig. 4: Data Transfer Phase 

 
After the transaction of the Address Phase, Data 
Phase starts. The number of data bytes transferred 
is dependent on the Burst Length and Strobe value 
which will determine the number of valid bytes in 
a 32-bit data transfer. The Data Transfer can have 
a maximum of 4KB address boundary. WLAST 
signal will be asserted at the end of data transfer 
indicating to the slave to stop address calculation. 
The simulation wavefroms are shown in Fig. 3 and 
4. 
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Fig. 5: Data Reading Phase 

 
The data fed into the Slave DUT is now read by 
the master by mapping the Transaction ID and 
Slave address. The integrity of the transaction is 
checked by matching Write and Read Data 
operations for each Transaction ID. The bus width 
is 32 bits wide and for the values of transaction in 
which AWSIZE= 2 implies 22 bytes which is 
equivalent to 32 bits. Thus, 100 percent bus 
utilisation was captuted for transactions reflected 
in the coverage results section. 
 
COVERAGE RESULTS: 
The coverage harvested is 100 percent with respect 
to AWLEN and ARLEN lengths for both Read and 
Write Transactions. These reports are shown in fig 
6 and 7. 

 
 

Fig. 6 : Coverage Reports of Read Signals 

 
Fig. 7 : Coverage Reports of Write  Signals 

 
5. CONCLUSION  

 
The primary conclusion derived in this paper is 
 that the stimulus driven dynamic verification is 
inefficient and impotent approach to tackle the 
deadlock and livelock issues present inside an 
 RTL Design. The Constrained Random 
Verification Stimulus generated is non-exhaustive 
in nature leading to coverage holes and bug 
 escapes and design specification violations. In 
 stark contrast, the deployment of Formal 
 Verification ensures robust validation of all 
 design features and in thwarting potential RTL 
 violations aiding in early verification signoff 
and delivering bug free designs with faster time to 
market. 
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